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Look at the size of our bus, plenty of room to party and that's what we did. We started by going
up Twin Peaks to take a few pictures (see below) on a slightly hazy but always glorious day and surveyed
our route across the three bridges: Bay, Richmond San Rafael and Golden Gate. As we started crossing
the Bay Bridge, the wine came out then the sour dough and cheese and fruit, next few stops went without
care: Treasure Island, across the Richmond San Rafael Bridge, Sausalito and over the Golden Gate Bridge
home to dinner. Simple, so join us next time, have some fun, it's all free. Ed.
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A Granada
Welcome to

Granada Super Bowl XLV Party

Patricia Cole
Robert Smith

That time of year for the, February 6th
NFL Super Bowl XLV and time for the
Granada Super Bowl Party!

Lisa Franz
Gary Johnson
Laurence Tenney

Texas Stadium, Arlington Texas host
Green Bay Packers vs Pittsburg Steelers
Refreshments will be served. The game begins at 3:20pm on FOX
Granada TV Room and the big screen TV. Come join the fun!
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Richard Schrum
Cecilia Peche
Linda Ramsdale
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Gerald Dunning
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Autumn Bryant
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Jeanne Lam
Sik Fong Ma Kwong
Catherrine Bernard
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Rachel Pallett
Harry Tom Miller
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William Truly

Have you noticed the
hearts at Union Square
and around
San Francisco?
Each heart is 5 feet tall. The artists chosen
for the project got $1,000 apiece from
project organizers to turn the blank hearts
into something fit to display on street
corners and parks all over town, they were
first perched in Union Square to whet the
public appetite for giant hearts.
Hearts around San Francisco, there’s that
song about leaving your heart in San
Francisco by Tony somebody. The heart,
sometimes hard to find, but when you do,
you want to leave it in
San Francisco for safe keeping, many,
many will tell you.
The first batch of hearts went on display at
the Civic Center, after that, more hearts
were placed around town through the year.
Valentine's Day in the "city by the bay" is a
good reason for a return to San Francisco
or better to live here at The Granada where
words like "heart and love" can still mean
something, never growing old fashioned or
forgotten. Happy Valentine's Day!

Are you ready for
some football? The
Super Bowl Party is
scheduled for February
6th in front of our big
screen TV with plenty
of refreshments.
Valentine's Day is here
too. Sweethearts, I have
my share: April is back
in school after the
Christmas break, Gabby,
my San Francisco girl
and Mary Angel my
lifelong sweetheart are
fine. Mom, I don't
forget, in fact a long-lost
cousin, Nigel from
England went to the
church where my mom
got married during WW
II and got a copy the
marriage certificate for
me! To celebrate
Valentine's Day in the
Granada we will have a
Valentine dinner,
something in the shape
of a heart.
February 3rd is the
Chinese New Year, year
of the Rabbit. According
to Chinese tradition, the
Rabbit brings a year in
which you can catch
your breath and calm
your nerves. It is a time
for negotiation. Wish we
could be at the SF Giant's
spring training, but don't
worry we'll have a Granada
baseball tour. Remember

my door is always open.
Thanks
Tony Davidauskis, manager

